Matson and Tachdjian, 1963), it is evident that a number of children suffering from spinal cord lesions present with scoliosis. The deformity is often associated with backache and spinal rigidity. In many instances, the clinical examination and the survey radiographs are insufficient to reveal the true nature of the disease. Inevitably, several cases may be misdiagnosed. It seems appropriate, therefore, to suggest that, in the absence of an apparent cause of scoliosis in a child, a lumbar puncture should be performed and the CSF protein content estimated. While a normal finding is a reasonable assurance that scoliosis is not secondary to spinal cord neoplasm, a high protein content should be an indication for myelography to confirm or exclude the presence of an intraspinal neoplasm.

We wish to thank our colleagues, the paediatricians and neurosurgeons, for allowing access to the notes of cases 2 and 3.

We would also like to thank Mr. Michael Taylor for the histological work and photography.
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survived a detailed criticism with an emphasis on the need for continuous assessment.

This important self-scrutiny by psychiatric teachers was marred only by bursts of intolerance of others' views, particularly around psychotherapy, and 'medical' versus 'psychological' models precisely lacking that 'balance between scientific and intuitive appraisal' sought by Lewis. Although more emphasis could usefully have been given to overseas doctors' special needs, the deficits in peripheral hospital teaching and experience, the role of academic departments in clarifying objectives and developing skills in teaching, this does not detract from the great importance of this document to every teacher of the psychiatric trainee.

H. G. EGDELL


In these essays, which formed the basis of the Nelson Lectures given to the University of Lancaster in 1970, Dr. Stafford-Clark explores certain problems raised by Christian belief—for example, the existence of pain and suffering in a world designed and controlled by a God of Love. He does not use his knowledge and experience as a psychiatrist to explain the existence of religious ideas or their form: the essays are rather personal reflections drawing on events in the author's life and on poetic and dramatic literature, which is sometimes quoted at great length. The essays are well written but lead nowhere. The questions remain: perhaps the general theory giving rise to them needs revision.

R. N. HERRINGTON
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1ST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE 27, 28, 29 July 1972, Hannover. Topics: (1) methodology of ICP measurements, (2) physiological and pathophysiological aspects of ICP, (3) clinical and therapeutic aspects of ICP. Details from Dr. M. Brock, Neurochirurgische Klinik Medizinische Hochscule, 3 Hannover-Kleefeld, Roderbruchstrasse 101, W. Germany.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES OF TRAFFIC MEDICINE, CLINICAL TOXICOLOGY, AND DRUG ABUSE AND ADDICTION (including some neurological aspects) 11-16 September 1972, Paris. Details from Dr. de Kearney, Institut de Médecine du Trafic, Faculté de Médecine, 15, rue de l'Ecole-de-Médecine, 75-Paris 6e, France.

2ND WORLD CONGRESS ON ULTRASONICS IN MEDICINE 4-8 June 1973, Rotterdam. Details from Secretariat, 2nd World Congress on Ultrasomics in Medicine, c/o Holland Organizing Centre, 16 Lange Voorhout, The Hague, The Netherlands.